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Pearson Education (US). Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Android User Interface
Design: Implementing Material Design for Developers (2nd Revised edition), Ian G. Clifton, Build
Android Apps That Are Stunningly Attractive, Functional, and Intuitive When Android was a new
mobile operating system, most of the app developers were tinkerers at heart, curious what they
could do with such a powerful and open platform. Early apps were focused on features or just
getting branding out in the world. Years went by and the importance of good design grew rapidly.
Flash forward to June, 2014 when Google unveiled a preview of Material Design and Android 5.0
(called Android "L" at the time). It was the most radical visual change to Android in its fast-paced
life. This new design ideology was backed with guidelines covering the visual appearance of Android
apps but not all the steps to get to create a design nor the implementation details. Now, leading
Android developer and user experience (UX) advocate Ian G. Clifton shows how you can create a
beautiful Android application with just a bit of development knowledge and no design experience.
Learn the entire process of creating a stunning Android app from wireframes and flowcharts to...
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Reviews
This pdf is really gripping and fascinating. It is actually full of knowledge and wisdom I am just delighted to tell you that this is the very best pdf i have got
study during my very own daily life and might be he finest pdf for actually.
-- Ms. Althea K a ssulke DDS
Completely essential read through ebook. This can be for all who statte there was not a well worth reading. You wont really feel monotony at at any time of
your own time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you request me).
-- Ma ud Mitchell
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